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Recently, femto-joule pico-second integrated togic circuits have been

pursued with normally-off-type GaAs unsrnrs (1) . These circuits have a basic
limitation in available logic voltage swing (^0.6 V) due to the onset of
Schottky gate conduction. The use of a GaAs MOSFET teehnology avoids this
Iimitation and allows more flexibilities in the circuit design. rn this report,
low-power high-speed integrated logic circuits with normally-off enhancement

n-channel GaAs MOSFETs are demonstrated and a GaAs MOSFET logic is assured to
be promising by comparing the speed/power per:formance of these circuits
with other GaAs high-speed logic circuits.

Two types of GaAs MOSFET l3-stage ring oscillator,
were fabricated using a low-temperature plasma oxidation
insulation. The de,vice geometries are shown in Table I
of the unit inverter. Figure I is a photograph of the

oscillator. Eigure 2 presents transfer characteristics

E/E type and E/D type,

technique(2) for gate

with equivalent circuits
completed. E/D type ring
of the E/D type inverter

with a DC supply voltage VDD 
"" a para-

meter, where the input is a triangular wave

of 100 kHz. It is found that a transfer

A photograph of the E-D type
13-stage GaAs MOS ring oscillat-or.

Transfer characteristics
the E-D type inverter.
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Table I Device geometries and equivalent
circuits of the unit inverter
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of the E-D type

input voltage

Figure 2 Of



gain and a logic voltage swing are proportional-

ly increased with the supply voltage,VOO. When

the supply voltage is 3 volts, the maximum

transfer gain of 3 and the logic voltage swing

of 2.7 volts are obtained.

Figure 3 shows a typical voltage waveform

of the E-D ring oscillator at buffered output

for the supply voltage VDD= 7 volts. From the

oscillation frequency and operating conditions,

it is calculated that a delay time and a power-

delay product are 150 ps and 1.1 pJ. The minimum delay time is 110 ps. From the
E/E type ring oscillator, a delay time of 385ps and a power/delay producE of 26fJ

are obtained. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the speed/power performance of

these circuits with other GaAs high-speed logic circuits. The filled circLes

show the performance obtained here. The shaded areas are projected status for

0.5 pm- and 0.2 pm- GaAs MOSFET logics assurfting that the delay time is inversely

proportional to the gate length. ft is clear that the GaAs MOSFET logic is

promising for low-power high-speed integrated logic circuits. Considering the

flexibility in the circuit design, the GaAs MOSFET logic can be expected to

become the most practicable one in the fields of a very high speed large scale

integration when some problems of gate oxides forGaAs such as inability to reach

strong accumulation and charge injection instability are solved.
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Figure 4 Speeclr/power performance of GaAs MOSF'ET logic

with other'GaAs high-speed integrated Logic circuits.
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Voltage waveform of
the E-D ring oscillator.
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